Course Outcomes 2009

Course Title: TRK 115 Commercial Vehicle Skills Application

Course Instructor(s): CVT Staff

Expected Learning Outcomes:
1. Safely maneuver a CMV on the range
2. Complete a safe road trip
3. Recognize road hazards

Assessment (How do students demonstrate achievement of these outcomes?)
1. Complete range course with a passing grade
2. Complete a road evaluation with a passing grade

Validation (What methods are used to validate your assessment?)
Pass rates on the MVA exam for Licensure

Results (What do the data show?)
1. 97.2 pass rate

Follow-up (How have you used the data to improve student learning?)
1. State skills and road testing requirements have recently changed and CVT has met the requirement to teach these new skills

Budget Justification
(What resources are necessary to improve student learning?)
1. Maintain Safe Equipment
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